SEAL Profile – Lalli, Year 8 English/Humanities & Science/Mathematics streams

We are often asked by parents if our SEAL students get time at school to interact with other students that aren’t in the SEAL stream.

At Sandringham College we believe that students in the SEAL stream should have more opportunities open to them, not less. The students do their core SEAL classes (English/Humanities and Science/Mathematics) together, and the remainder of their classes and electives are mixed with the rest of their peer group.

We carry this ethos through to senior schooling years, preferring to advance the academic content of classes, but not isolating SEAL students from their Year level and friends.

Lalli is a lovely example of how we envisage SEAL working most effectively at Sandringham College. Lalli is a dual stream SEAL student, and is active across many areas of school life. She is encouraged to integrate with her peers and other year levels and pursue her interests across a range of activities.

While needing the additional academic challenge that SEAL brings to the curriculum, Lalli is especially interested in Performing Arts and being involved in the College-wide Musical Production, following on the heels of her older brothers in this interest.

In her busy schedule Lalli is also learning the Harp, has taught herself how to play guitar and is involved in our Sports Academy Program (Soccer is her favourite sport).

*Lalli (on right) is seen here having fun on the Year 7 camp last year.*